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Using Prospecting to Increase Scale and Effectiveness of Retargeting
Advertisers today are faced with the challenge of finding new customers to grow their businesses.
Retargeting (showing an ad to a consumer who has already visited a brand’s website or taken an action)
is a popular and effective technique for turning browsers into buyers. However, Retargeting campaigns
typically don’t scale as they are inherently limited by the number of people who visit an advertiser’s
website, ignoring a broad universe of untapped potential customers. One way to identify those
untapped consumers is by using Prospecting strategies – techniques that discover pockets of dynamic
demand.
With that in mind, DataXu’s Advanced Analytics Group (AAG) set out to discover: “can a brand drive
incremental conversions using Prospecting in concert with Retargeting?”
The Advanced Analytics Group worked with several advertisers running campaigns across automotive,
telecom, consumer services, and financial services markets, respectively. They studied the actions of
the consumers who converted.
AAG separated consumers for whom Retargeting was driven by offline media such as television from
those who were first discovered by online Prospecting and later closed by Retargeting. The team then
measured the number of incremental conversions driven by Prospecting.
The analysis shows that Prospecting drove between 37% and 147% in incremental conversion volume, on
top of what was already achieved by offline media-driven Retargeting.

The results demonstrate that advertisers looking for incremental sales can create more leads with
online Prospecting, and close these leads through Retargeting. Additionally, the greater quantity of
leads generated by Prospecting reduces the pressure on advertisers to fight for every Retargeting
impression and potentially overpay for media.

“As the overwhelmed salesmen of the cult classic Glengarry Glen Ross contend, it’s all about having
‘the good leads,’” said Sandro Catanzaro, SVP of Analytics and Innovation and leader of the AAG.
“DataXu’s Prospecting techniques identify a high volume of potential customers – ‘good leads’ – and
introduce them to a brand. Retargeting works in tandem with Prospecting, providing these consumers
with the subtle push they need to complete a purchase.”
DataXu’s MarketPulse explores the data that defines today’s digital advertising marketplace. Stay
tuned for future insights from DataXu.
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